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Carbon nanotubes (CNT) are one of the most extraordinary discoveries of nano-science and
–technology. They are tiny rolled-up sheets of carbon atoms and are hundreds of times smaller
than the smallest transistors on silicon chips. They have extraordinary electrical and mechanical
properties and may eventually even replace today’s transistors.
The Stanford NIRT seeks to understand in detail how changes in the precise arrangement of the
atoms affects the nanotube’s ability to carry electrical current, heat and even fluids; and is to see
how these effects have practical use for making tiny devices for sensing motion, temperature
variations and even biological agents and for other functions such as emitting electrons into a
vacuum. The tasks include theoretical modeling to predict electrical and mechanical properties of
deformed CNT’s, developing techniques for fashioning CNT’s in desired locations and building
nanoscale apparatus to verify the modeling and realize practical devices. In one project we use an
atomic force microscope to stretch a CNT; a strain of less than 1% results in the CNT changing
from a metal to a semiconductor like graphite or silicon. In particular the electrical current it can
carry drops tenfold [1] (figs. 1a,b)
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Fig. 1 Schematic view (top) and SEM views of
the stretching of the nanotube using the
controlled deflection of the cantilever beam of
an atomic force microscope

Fig. 2 Results of modeling showing the predicted
electron energy band diagram for a singlewalled CNT bent through 40 degrees. Note the
semiconducting regions defined as Ev>Ec,
separated by a metallic region extending over a
distance of less than 1nm.
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If we bend the CNT then the deformation is confined. Thus we should realize a nm-size metallic
region sandwiched between two semiconducting regions or vice versa. The conduction of
electricity through such a structure should be very sensitive to any additional deformation and
hence act directly as a strain gauge or indirectly, for example, as a thermometer. Our calculations
so far indicate that a 40-degree bend can bring about the necessary nm-size metallic region
between the semiconducting regions [2] (figure2).
We are looking at two ways of introducing such a bend.
One is to lay one CNT across another (fig. 3 right, inset);
our modeling indicates that we should see a kink as shown
in fig. 3. Another is to use an electric field to pull on a
CNT draped between two electrodes; this is being studied
as a possible low-noise electron emitter.
Fig. 3
One family of devices is that of nanoscale thermometers. Such thermometers can be used for
sensing temperatures on very small devices (e.g. transistors with 50nm gates) with minimum
perturbation of the device operation in ULSI circuits. Relevant to both the application and to the
physics is characterizing the thermal conductance of the CNT. The principle of the measurement
is to fabricate two isolated poly-silicon electrodes on a thin silicon nitride membrane and to
measure the heat flow between them with and without one or more CNT’s grown between them
(figs. 4a,b).

!Fig.!4b. An optical microscope photograph
showing the patterned photoresist layer used
to define the placement of the nanotube growth
catalyst on top of the released polysilicon and
oxide membrane.
Fig.!4a. SEM images of a nitride filament bridging the
two suspended polysilicon legs.
This experimental setup has now been tested. The polysilicon legs have resistance values on the
order of 100!kW,. An AC current of frequency w with low harmonic distortion is applied and the
resulting 3w and 2w voltage signals measured. The next step is to grow the CNT between the
catalyst islands whose positions are shown in fig. 4b.
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Finally we outline the modeling of nano-fluidic transport; most studies have been on passive
diffusion only. We propose using carbon nanotubes also as active transport devices.
Carbon nanotubes normally have a right cylindrical shape with a circular cross section.
However,as the nanotube diameter is increased, Van Der Waals forces act to form a stable
flattened configuration of the nanotube. By selectively moving between the two configurations,
one can create an active pump:
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As the nanotube becomes charged, Coulomb repulsion from the close walls of the flat structure
cause the energetics to favor the open structure.
A molecular dynamics study was performed with a uniform charge density of .0417 electrons per
atom and Coulomb repulsion forces were calculated. Preliminary results are available at this
time for the smaller diameter nanotubes.
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